Answering Your Questions
WERE THE CIA & CHINA BEHIND ANYTHING?
I believe that the Receiver’s co-conspirators have tried to discredit me by claiming I
thought it was the CIA who seized Princeton Economics. I find it interesting how they
seem to control Wikipedia telling people what I “believe” is somehow fact. They seem to
distort the definition of contempt to prevent anyone who dares tell the truth.
YES it is true that the CIA called
Princeton Economics after our
forecast correctly projected the
collapse of Russia that led to the
Long-Term
Capital
Management
debacle in September 1998. That
forecast had even made the front
page of the second section of the
London FT. It is also true that some
former staff expressed that opinion
because they were aware of the CIA
contacts. However, I DO NOT
BELIEVE the CIA had anything to do
with the seizure of Princeton
Economics. YES, some have asked about press accounts that followed my invitation to
China that Princeton Economics was entering into an agreement to become the exclusive
forecaster for China and that they would provide all economic data and Princeton was to
become the gatekeeper of that data. Yes, China also asked to have access to the model.

However, Princeton Economics would withhold the model, but agreed to provide access
to it for China to run studies for its own use.
Some former staff members also made public that there were major attempts to hack into
our computer system and we traced the attacks to governmental sources that were not
the United States alone. Nevertheless, there is no evidence that they were ever involved in
attempting to seize Princeton Economics.
YES it is true that once again several governments have asked for assistance given the dire
economic conditions we now face and the corruption that exits surrounding the New
York Investment Banks. Yes it is true I was answering some questions for members of
Congress during the economic crisis. Nonetheless, receiving invitations even now is a
reflection that the real source was not government, but it was private engaging in one
giant illegal taking to obliterate the Model once and for all as competition to the efforts
of the New York Investment Bankers to keep the manipulation game going.
Just after Sarah Palin said Paul Revere warned the British and was ringing bells instead of
lanterns, immediately her supporters tried to change the history on Wikipedia to support
her nonsense. They had to LOCK the page to stop the nonsense. I do not care what
Wikipedia says. It is far too often a tool for rewriting history whenever it adversely affects
some group. If it is going to allow people to say what I “believe” and list newspaper
articles that have been discredited while failing to bother to mention that virtually
everything alleged was dropped because it was dead wrong, then it is allowing itself to be
a tool of disinformation.
I do NOT believe the CIA was behind anything other than perhaps trying to hack into our
systems. The privilege of destroying Princeton Economics going to Alan Cohen who pled
the companies guilty to the SEC within 30 days, yet all of those allegations were dropped
by the Justice Department. And as for the CFTC, he never answered for the corporations
because he knew there was no contract to manage money in futures whatsoever.
The only court created by the Constitution was the Supreme Court and they marginalized
themselves by claiming it is a privilege for THEM to look at injustice abandoning their
oath to defend the Constitution above all else as the SUPREME LAW OF THE LAND. That
means there is no tripartite government and Congress has become marginalized by the
Executive who controls the courts completely. It has become highly debatable whether or
not we still have a government of:

